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OUTDOOR TOYS MADE IN BARCELONA!

CONTACT OUR LOCAL DEALER:

At MASGAMES we manufacture outdoor games and urban wooden furniture for the Horeca channel (Hotels, 

Restaurants, Communities...) or for demanding individuals.

Wood is the main raw material in most of our articles. Playgrounds, swings, wooden houses, seesaws, 

trampolines and garden furniture are some of our proposals.

Our products are “Made in Barcelona”, locally produced, beautifully designed and with European standards of 

quality, safety and sustainability.

Masgames Active Toys, S.L. was born 20 years ago. Our CEO, during a stay in the United Kingdom, realized how 

difficult it was in our country to acquire garden sets despite the good weather we had. Today we are a team of 

professionals turned into manufacturers of our own games and outdoor furniture, with our own engineering 

department and capable of designing strong and beautiful outdoor products.

Our team works on the design and manufacture of both products for public use and items for domestic use. 

We are also open to the possibility of working on custom designs for specific projects. An example of this is 

our giant wooden letters, large-format structures that can also house games such as slides or climbing walls, 

among other alternatives.

We seek the satisfaction of our clients also in the medium/long term. For our team, giving a good human treatment and 

paying attention to details are very important aspects when it comes to giving a good service.

Toy store, garden centres, leading online platforms in their sector, shopping malls and DIY stores are just some of our 

clients. Do you want to be a distributor of Masgames products and offer our games to your customers? 

WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU!

In order to offer the best service to our 

costumers, our working methodology 

and philosophy is based on:

  Manufacturing high-quality products.

  The availability of the stock.

  Offering the best advice and service.

- A fast delivery.

- Working with efficiency, honesty 

and professionalism.
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Ref: MA301015

Ref: MA301016

¬ The MASGAMES FORCE trampoline is probably the 
trampoline with the best value for money on the market. 
Includes ladder and fixing anchors.

¬ The UV-resistant safety net has an eye-catching zipper so 
you can see immediately if it is properly closed.

¬ The MASGAMES FORCE trampoline has a considerable 
thickness PVC padding in lime green color that completely 
covers its strong 16 cm galvanized springs.

¬ The FORCE trampoline frame is galvanized both inside and 
out, so there is no chance of rust throughout its life.

¬ This trampoline is designed and manufactured for 
domestic use.

¬  Measures of the mounted trampoline:
¬ Frame diameter 244 cm
¬  Structure tubes diameter: 38 x 1.2mm
¬  Height from the floor to the top of the safety net: 256 cm
¬  Height from the ground to the jump zone: 76 cm
¬  Safety net height: 180 cm
¬  Net weight of the trampoline: 40 kg
¬  Maximum recommended weight: 100 kg
¬  The MASGAMES Force 244 trampoline comes with two boxes 

with the following characteristics:

¬ Measures of the mounted trampoline:
¬  Structure diameter 305 cm
¬  Structure tubes diameter: 38 x 1.4mm
¬  Height from the floor to the top of the safety net: 256 cm
¬  Height from the ground to the jump zone: 76 cm
¬  Safety net height: 180 cm
¬  Net weight of the trampoline: 46 kg
¬  Maximum recommended weight: 150 kg
¬  The MASGAMES 305 Force trampoline comes with two 

boxes with the following characteristics:

1,80 m

 2,44 m

0,76 m

Force 244

1,80 m

 3,05 m

0,76 m

Force 305

130 x 52 x 21 cm (Weight: 29 kg)
110 x 31 x 11 cm (Weight: 11 kg)

Force 244

Force 305

Masgames Trampoline
FORCE

with protective net, ladder and anchors

Includes ladder 
for easy access 
and 3 anchors.

ROUND TRAMPOLINES
MASGAMES WITH PROTECTIVE NET

Years 
old

+3

130 x 52 x 21 cm (Weight: 29 kg)
110 x 31 x 11 cm (Weight: 17 kg)
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132x45x16 cm - Weight: 27kg
127x45x16 cm - Weight: 25kg

Ref: MA302415

¬ Frame measuring 244 cm (diameter) x 70 cm (height up to the 
trampoline). The protective net has a height of 180cm. The total 
measurement of the trampoline with protection net is 250 cm

¬ The diameter of the jumping area is 211 cm
¬ Structure of 3 legs in black galvanized steel externally and internally
¬ Green spring protector 29 cm wide and interior filled with 2.5 cm 

thick foam foam
¬ Entrance door, with anti-opening security system
¬ 48 springs, 17.8 cm long, made of galvanized steel
¬ Outdoor resistant polyurethane net
¬ Maximum recommended weight: 140 kg

¬  Frame of 305 cm (diameter) x 75 cm (height up to the trampoline). 
The protective net has a height of 180cm. The total measurement 
of the trampoline with protection net is 255 cm

¬  The diameter of the jumping area is 272 cm
¬  Structure of 4 galvanized steel legs, exterior and interior black in 

color
¬  Green spring protector 29 cm wide and interior filled with 2.5 cm 

thick foam foam
¬  Entrance door, with anti-opening security system
¬  64 springs, 17.8 cm long, made of galvanized steel
¬  Outdoor resistant polyurethane net
¬ Maximum recommended weight: 160 kg

1,8 m

0,7 m

Premium 244

 2,44 m

125x45x16 cm - Weight: 31kg
120x45x25 cm - Weight: 30 kg

Ref: MA302416

1,8 m

 3,05 m

0,75 m

Premium 305

Premium 244

Premium 305

Masgames Trampoline
PREMIUM

with protective net, ladder and anchors

MASGAMES PREMIUM trampolines are made of materials 
that have greater resistance to UVA sunlight.
The spring protector is thick and made of PVC.
The protection net is also very important that it is thick 
and resistant to sunlight for greater safety and durability, 
it also incorporates a safety opening, a top ring to give 
greater stability to the trampoline and as a novelty it has 
the sticks arched to avoid bumps and to easily fit a cover. 
Which is very good for the trampoline to stay clean and last 
for years.

ART Nº MODEL DIAMETER
HEIGHT

Bed+Net
MAXIMUM 

WEIGHT
LEGS

DIAMETER 
STRUCTURE

NET
SIZE 

PROTECTOR

MA301015
MASGAMES FORCE 244 

+ Protection net
244 cm 76+180 cm 100 kg 3 38 x 12 cm UV resistant 180 cm

MA301016
MASGAMES FORCE 305 

+ Protection net
305 cm 76+180 cm 150 kg 3 38 x 14 cm UV resistant 180 cm

MA302415
MASGAMES PREMIUM 244 

+ Protection net
244 cm 70+180 cm 140 kg 3 244 x 70 cm UV resistant 180 cm

MA302416
MASGAMES PREMIUM 305

+ Protection net
305 cm 75+180 cm 160 kg 3 305 x 75 cm UV resistant 180 cm

Includes 
ladder for easy 
access and 3 
anchors.

Years 
old

+3
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Includes ladder for 
easy access.

TRAMPOLINE MASGAMES DELUXE 
RECTANGULAR + NET M & L

The DELUXE M rectangular trampoline is a trampoline with excellent quality thanks to the materials with which
is manufactured. Its size is designed for clients who want their children to be able to jump on a trampoline but
that do not have much space in your garden or terrace.

MASGAMES DELUXE trampolines are made of materials that have greater resistance to UVA sunlight. The spring protector 
is made of PVC, this material is very resistant. The protection net is also very important that it is thick and resistant to solar 
rays for greater safety and durability.

Ref:  MA302418 

Package 1: 161x58x18 cm = 24.5 kg
Package 2: 89x32.5x10 cm = 11.6 kg

Package 3: 94x28x18 cm = 20 kg

M Size

Masgames Trampoline

DELUXE M RECTANGULAR
with protective net

¬ Galvanized steel structure inside and outside
¬ 44 galvanized steel springs. 14 cm.
¬ Frame of 213 cm (length) x 152 cm (width)
¬ Jumping area: 159 cm (length) x 98 cm (width)
¬ Trampoline height 46 cm
¬ Height of protective net 230 cm
¬ Total height of the trampoline 276 cm
¬ 27 cm PVC spring protector with 25mm thick UV 

protector
¬ Protector of PVC safety net poles with foam interior
¬ The mesh of the protective net has a grammage of 

270/280 g / m2 and is made of Polyester
¬ Entrance to the trampoline with zipper
¬ Maximum weight allowed 80 kg

2,13 m

1,5
2 

m

2,25 m

0,7 m
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Includes ladder for 
easy access.

The PREMIUM L rectangular trampoline 
is a product of excellent quality with a 
very competitive price. Its technical cha-
racteristics offer the user an unbeatable 
experience with the security offered by the 
protection network.

The mesh of the protective net has a 
grammage of 270/280 g / m2 and is made 
of Polyester, this makes it a stronger mesh 
and more resistant to the sun’s rays.

¬  Galvanized steel structure inside and out
¬  68 17.8 cm galvanized steel springs
¬  305 cm (length) x 213 cm (width) frame
¬  Jump area: 275 cm (length) x 183 cm (width)
¬  Trampoline height 76 cm
¬  Height of the protective net 260 cm
¬  Total height of the trampoline 336 cm
¬  27 cm PVC spring protector with 25mm thick UV 

protector
¬ Protector of PVC safety net poles with foam 

interior
¬ Entrance to the trampoline with zipper
¬ Maximum weight allowed 110 kg

Ref:  MA302419 

ART Nº MODEL PERIMETER
HEIGHT

Bed+Net
MAXIMUM 

WEIGHT
LEGS NET

SIZE 
PROTECTOR

MA302418
MASGAMES DELUXE M 
RECTANGULAR + Net

213 X 152 cm 70+225 cm 80 kg 4 UV resistant 27 cm PVC

MA302419
MASGAMES PREMIUM L 

RECTANGULAR + Net
305 x 215 cm 89+271 cm 110 kg 4 UV resistant 27 cm PVC

L Size

Masgames Trampoline

PREMIUM L RECTANGULAR
with protective net

Package 1: 111x58x22 cm = 25.6 kg
Package 2: 126x25x12 cm = 14 kg
Package 3: 131x40x10 cm = 21 kg

Package 4: 114x37x17 cm = 20.7 kg

2,71 m

0,89 m

3,05 m

2,1
5 m

JUMP NON-STOP!
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ACCESORIES

3,00 m

2,10 m

COVER
for rectangular

trampoline

 
ANCHOR SET

 
SHOE BAG

COVER
for round

trampoline

The cover made of PVC of 300 x 210 cm, indicated to protect and 
prolong the life of rectangular trampolines.

¬ Made of PVC to protect the trampoline.

Covers made in PVC, specially recommended to protect and 
extend the round trampolines lifetime.

¬  Elastic finishes in order to fit easily to the trampoline’s 
contour.

¬  Made in PVC that protects the trampoline.

Available diameter:
• 244 cm (8 feet). Ref. MA306251
• 305 cm (10 feet). Ref. MA306252

We provide all kind of extra accessories for trampolines with the best quality-price ratio.

The anchor’s set is highly recommended for windy areas.
It’s easy to install. Dimensions: 98 / 85 / 59 x 40 cm.
It includes 4 round-nosed steel 9 cm 
anchors and 4 straps.

A polyethylene bag that allows costumers to keep their 
shoes while using the trampoline. The bottles of water and 
the mobile phone can also be kept in there. 
Dimensions: 120 cm x 50 cm.

Ref:  MA306254

Ref:  MA300082

Ref:  MA303631
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SWINGS

Triple swing

GINGO

Double swing

OLEA

Metal swing
anchor set

Ref:  MA400201

Ref:  MA400203

Ref:  MA400202

Ref:  MA400200

Ref:  MA400202B

Ref:  MA400203B

150 cm (length) x 77.5 cm 
(width) x 180 cm (height)
Crossbar is 90 cm.

290 cm (length) x 162 cm 
(width) x 195 cm (height)
Crossbar is 215 cm.

213 cm (length) x 146 cm (width)
x 180 cm (height)
Crossbar is 165 cm.

Set of 4 anchors to screw to concrete 
floors, for MASGAMES metal swings.

OLEA + BABY SEAT

GINGO + BABY SEAT

+1

+1

Available
in December

Available
in December

Available
in December

Available
in December

180 cm

77,5 cm150 cm

90 cm

1,95 m

1,62 m
2,9 m

2,15 m

1,8 m

1,46 m2,13 m

1,65 m

Individual swing

BABOL

SW
IN

G
S
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The wood for the swings and the MASGAMES playgrounds has been selected from among the best firs and 
pines. All the wood used has been treated with impregnation in an autoclave to avoid rotting of the wood, its 
deterioration due to humidity and possible insect pests with a 10-year guarantee. This method used is non-
toxic and arsenic-free and has a darker wood color that makes it more beautiful and of higher quality and 
durability. These are common procedures in the wood of swings and playgrounds.

Wood is a living material that expands and contracts according to temperature and humidity conditions and 
throughout the year the cracks can be more or less large and long. In summer they will be at their maximum 
and in winter, if the weather is humid, they will be reduced. The cracks can have a width of up to 3% of the 
circumference of the trunk and can reach the center of the wood, these cracks have been taken into account 
in the strength calculations of each component.

In round or square wooden swings there is a certain clearance between the metal corners with the wood, 
this clearance is necessary so that the wood can make the dilation and it is very important that it does not 
cover, it is also very important that they do not cover the cracks.

WOOD INFORMATION
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Differences between wood
round or square: 
¬ Round wood has been selected from smaller 

trees, it is a resistant wood and it is less 
expensive than that of large trees and it comes 
from renewable forests, but it has more cracks.

¬ The use of square wood reduces the appearance 
of cracks on the surface. This is because the 
wood is cut primarily, from the edges to its 
center. In addition, the wood has been naturally 
dried before being cut in order to avoid possible 
shrinkage and cracks.

¬ Strength and robustness is approximately the 
same in both forms.

The states of the wood that are totally normal and that do not 
modify the functionality of the product or its quality are the 
following:

1. CRACKS IN THE WOOD*

Dilation and / or contraction of the wood. They are completely 
normal and necessary.

2. WHITE STAINS ON THE WOOD*

Superficial storage mold. It can be cleaned with a dry cloth and 
exposed to the elements.

3. KNOTS IN THE WOOD*

They are a peculiarity of wood, completely normal.

4. DIFFERENCES IN COLOR AND GREENED 
SURFACE STAINS*

They are due to autoclave treatment, but with exposure to the 
elements the color will unify.

* All these peculiarities in the wood are normal and therefore cannot give rise to claims.

Review and
maintenance:
¬ It is advisable to regularly check the games, in 

order to detect possible rot or oxidation damage. 
Especially the fixing components of the structures 
and readjust them if deemed necessary.

¬ We recommend that you remove all accessories 
during winter, ie seats, rings, ropes, etc. and store 
them in a sheltered place.

¬ The swings can tilt due to their continuous 
swinging, therefore it is recommended to check 
the anchors periodically.

COLUMPIOS DE MADERA

1

3 4

2
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This swing is the small version of the KELUT swing, designed for children aged 3 to 10 years.
It is made of pine wood carved in a round shape resistant and treated for the outside.

Measurements: 1.57 m (length) x 1.66 m (width) x 1.92 cm (height)
The length of the crossbar is 100 cm.
Posts: 80 mm in diameter
Crossbar: 100 mm in diameter

Includes 1 swing with individual plastic seat and ropes.
It also includes metal joining parts, anchors and screws.

Approved for the garden of a private house.

Ref: MA700003

40 x 40 x 30 cm

200 x 22 x 20 cm

The maximum 
user weight of the 
individual swing 

seat is

50 kg

Kila with
baby seat
Includes 2 seats:
¬ A flat seat
¬ A baby seat

Ref: MA700004

1,92 m

1,57 m

1,66 m

1,00 m

KILA
From

3-9
years

250 x 27 x 18 cm

50 x 30 x 40 cm

+
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The MASGAMES KADÍ swing is a strong and robust swing, made with treated woods for the outdoors and offering a very 
competitive price-quality ratio. Unlike the KIBO swing, the KADÍ swing is a smaller structure and has straight corners 
instead of oblique ones, but it is a very strong swing that offers a lot of stability, which includes the anchors to fix it on 
the ground.

Measurements: 2.57 m. (length) x 1.66 m. (width) x 1.92 m. (high)

The structure includes:
¬ 80 cm round wooden sticks.
¬ Plastic seats with synthetic ropes.
¬ 2 Corners, 4 anchors, screws.

Ref: MA700046

40 x 40 x 30 cm

200 x 22 x 20 cm

Kadí with
baby seat

Includes 3 seats:
¬ Two flat seats
¬ A baby seat

Ref: MA700047

250 x 27 x 18 cm

50 x 30 x 40 cm

The maximum 
user weight of the 
individual swing 

seat is

50 kg

1,92 m

1,66 m

2,57 m

2 m

KADÍ

WOODEN SWINGSROUND WOOD

From

3-9
years

+
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This version of the Kadí Deluxe swing has the longest crossbar and a rope ladder 
is included on the side, which offers extra fun!

Measurements: 2.78 m. (length) x 1.66 m. (width) x 1.92 m. (high or tall)

The structure includes:
¬ 80 cm round wooden sticks.
¬ Plastic seats with synthetic ropes.
¬ Rope ladder.
¬ Corners and anchors.

Ref: MA700048

Kadí Deluxe
with baby seat
Includes 3 seats:
¬ Two flat seats
¬ A baby seat
¬ A rope ladder

Ref: MA700049 250 x 27 x 18 cm

40 x 40 x 30 cm

200 x 22 x 20 cm

50 x 30 x 40 cm

1,92 m

1,66 m

2,78 m

2,50 m

The maximum 
user weight of the 
individual swing 

seat is

50 kg

KADÍ DELUXE
From

3-9
years

+
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The classic double swing with excellent value for money. The 
wood of the swings and playgrounds MASGAMES, has been 
selected among the best firs and pines and has been treated 
to resist solar radiation. The method used is not toxic and is 
free of arsenic. It has a darker wood color that makes it more 
beautiful, of higher quality and durability.

¬ Measurements: 2.73 m (length) x 1.94 m (width) x 2.21 m 
(height).

¬ 2 plastic seats and ropes.
¬ Metal joining parts, anchors and screws.
¬ Posts: 80 mm and 100 mm (diameter).

Ref: MA700026

40 x 40 x 30 cm

230 x 22 x 20 cm

2,21 m

1,94 m

2,73 m

2,00 m

Kibo
with baby seat

Kibo
Plus

Kibo
Deluxe

Double base structure with UFO seat.
It includes:
¬ 1 UFO pendular seat.
¬ Two plastic seat and ropes.

The classic Kibo swing with baby seat.
It includes:
¬ Two flat seats
¬ A baby seat

Double base structure with rope.
It includes:
¬ 1 rope ladder.
¬ Two plastic seat and ropes.

Ref: MA700029Ref: MA700028Ref: MA700036

El peso máximo del 
usuario del asiento 

individual del 
columpio son

70 kg

2,21 m 2,21 m

1,94 m 1,94 m

3,23 m 3,23 m

2,50 m 2,50 m

KIBO

WOODEN SWINGSROUND WOOD

From

3-12
years

+
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Etna
with a baby seat

Etna
with a 
face-to-face

Doble
Plus

Ref: MA700025

Triple base structure with baby seat.
¬ Includes 3 plastic seats and ropes.
¬ 1 baby seat and ropes
¬ 1 set of corners and anchors

Triple base structure with face to 
face seat.
¬ Includes 2 plastic seats and ropes, 

1 double face-to-face metal seat 
with plastic seats and 1 set of 
corners and anchors.

Triple base structure with nest seat.
¬ Includes 1 plastic seat and ropes, 

1 Mundi nest seat, 1 set of corners 
and anchors.

Ref: MA700018 Ref: MA700016

Triple base structure. The Masgames Etna Triple 
structure is a high and strong swing, with three game 
elements.

Measures:
3.43 m. (length) x 1.94 m. (width) x 2.21 m. (high)

¬ Includes 3 plastic seats and ropes and 1 set of 
corners and anchors.

¬ Round wooden posts measure 80 mm at the legs and 
100 mm (diameter) at the top.

Ref: MA700015

50 x 40 x 30 cm

230 x 20 x 20 cm
270 x 20 x 10 cm

2,21 m

1,94 m

3,43 m

2,70 m

The maximum 
user weight of the 
individual swing 

seat is

70 kg

ETNA
From

3-12
years

+
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The new Fuji swing for adults has been specially designed for the adults to use it. It’s a strong and tall 
structure, also suitable for adult users.

¬ Dimensions: 3.36 m (length) x 2.98 m (width) x 2.14 m (height).

¬ The structure includes sticks, anchors and corners and 2 rubber-coated seats with natural ropes.
¬ All the round-wooden bars have a 100 mm diameter.

Fuji with seats and chains
The classical swing with a rubber-coated seat with chains.
It includes:
¬ 2 rubber-coated seats with chains.

Ref: MA700051

270 x 30 x 20 cm

40 x 30 x 40 cm

Ref: MA700050

The maximum 
user weight of the 
individual swing 

seat is

95 kg

2,14 m

1,98 m

3,36 m

2,50 m

50 x 40 x 30 cm

250 x 20 x 10 cm
250 x 20 x 20 cm

FUJI ADULTS

WOODEN SWINGSROUND WOOD
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AIKO

Ref: MA700055  

Aiko with baby 
seat

250 x 27 x 18 cm

50 x 30 x 40 cm

+

Includes 2 seats:
¬ A flat seat
¬ A baby seat

Ref: MA700054   

40 x 40 x 30 cm

200 x 22 x 20 cm

100 cm

195 cm

170 cm
150 cm

The AIKO swing is designed for children from 3 to 9 years old and for 
small spaces.
It is made of pine wood carved in a very resistant square shape and 
treated for the outdoors.
¬ Measurements: 1.70 m (length) x 1.50 m (width) x 1.95 m (height)
¬ The length of the stringer is 100 cm.
¬ Poles: 68x68 mm in diameter
¬ Crossbar: 88x88 mm diameter
¬ Includes 1 swing with individual plastic seat and ropes.
¬ Also includes metal joining pieces, anchors and screws.

Approved for the garden of a private house.

From

3-9
years
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WOODEN SWINGSSQUARE WOOD

The MASGAMES XYLO wooden swing is made of square 
cut Nordic woods. The XYLO swing is a structure built 
without metal corners, with a system with wood 
and screws, the legs are joined with the stringer, 
making a stable, strong structure. The assembly is 
a little longer compared to the swings that come 
with corners but thanks to not having the slack 
that swings with corners have, the swing has 
less rocking. Square cut wood has fewer cracks 
than round wood.

This swing frame includes:
- 2 flat plastic seats and ropes
- Anchors for sand or grass floors and 
screws
The measurements of the XYLO swing are 
as follows:
315 cm (length) x 140 cm (width)
x 220 cm (height).

XYLO

Ref: MA700064

From

3-12
years250 x 27 x 18 cm

50 x 30 x 40 cm

Xylo individual

Ref: MA700038 

Ref: MA700039 

Xylo with baby seat
Includes 3 seats:
¬ Two flat seats
¬ A baby seat +
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The classic double swing made of 
square wood, with excellent value for 
money.

This model, apart from the two plastic 
seats, also has a UFO seat to be able to 
balance.

¬ Measurements: 2.73 m (width) x 1.94 
m (height) x 2.21 m (length).

¬ 2 plastic seats and ropes.
¬ 1 UFO seat
¬ Metal joining pieces, anchors and 
screws.
¬ Posts: 68x68 mm in diameter
¬ Crossbar: 88x88 mm diameter

KAI

Ref: MA700056  

40 x 40 x 30 cm

230 x 22 x 20 cm

From

3-12
years
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WOODEN SWINGSSQUARE WOOD

The YUA swing offers a bonus of fun because it includes a rope ladder 
to be able to go up and down and it also has two flat seats.

¬ Measurements: 3.23 m (width) x 1.94 m (height) x 2.21 m (length).
¬ 2 plastic seats and ropes.
¬ 1 rope ladder
¬ Metal joining pieces, anchors and screws.
¬ Posts: 68x68 mm in diameter
¬ Crossbar: 88x88 mm diameter

YUA

40 x 40 x 30 cm

230 x 22 x 20 cm

Ref: MA700057  
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The Karai Junior swing is strong and beautiful. It is made of square wood.
One of the advantages of square wood is that it has fewer cracks, because it is a 
wood that is cut from the center of the tree. The swing includes the woods, the 
plastic seats, the hooks, the set of corners in green and the set of anchors.

Measurements: 260 cm (width) x 190 cm (height) x 165 cm (length)
Crossbar dimensions: 88 x 88 mm
Leg thickness: 68 x 68 mm

Residential use.

Ref: MA700030

KARAI JUNIOR
From

3-9
years

70kg max

x2
40 x 40 x 30 cm

200 x 22 x 20 cm

218 cm

208 cm

280 cm

200 cm

Karai junior
with baby seat

Includes 3 seats:
¬ Two flat seats
¬ A baby seat

Ref: MA700031

KARAI. With baby seat:

+
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Triple fun with the NORI swing!

This model incorporates 3 flat seats so 
that 3 children can swing at the same 
time.

It is made of very resistant square wood.

¬ 3 plastic seats and ropes.
¬ Metal joining pieces, anchors and screws.
¬ Measurements: 3.43 m (length) x 1.94 m 

(width) x 2.21 cm (height)
¬ The length of the crossbar is 270 cm.

¬ Posts: 68x68 mm in diameter
¬ Crossbar: 88x88 mm diameter

NORI

WOODEN SWINGSSQUARE WOOD

Ref: MA700059 

From

3-12
years

Ref: MA700060

Nori
with seat
baby

Triple base structure 
with baby seat.
It includes:

¬ 3 plastic seats and 
ropes

¬ 1 baby seat and ropes
¬ 1 set of corners and 

anchors

50 x 40 x 30 cm

230 x 20 x 20 cm
270 x 20 x 10 cm

Nori with seat
“face to face”

Ref: MA700061

¬ 2 flat seats
¬ 1 double seat 

“face to face”

+

220 cm

190 cm

340 cm

270 cm
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The classic double swing made of square 
wood, with excellent value for money.

The AKINA swing combines a plastic seat 
with a “nest” seat.

¬  1 plastic seats and ropes.
¬  1 “nest” seat
¬  Metal joining pieces, anchors and screws.

¬ Measurements: 3.43 m (width) x 1.94 m 
(height) x 2.21 m (length).

¬  Posts: 68x68 mm in diameter
¬  Crossbar: 88x88 mm diameter

AKINA

Ref: MA700058

From

3-12
years

50 x 40 x 30 cm

230 x 20 x 20 cm
270 x 20 x 10 cm
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The KARAI swing is very strong and resistant and is made of 88x88 cm thick square wood, which makes it a structure that allows adults to 
swing as well.

One of the advantages of square wood is that it has fewer cracks, because it is a wood that is cut from the center of the tree.

¬ The swing includes the woods, two rubber seats with synthetic ropes, hooks, a set of green corners and a set of anchors.
¬ Measurements: 2.15 m (height) x 2.80 m (width) x 3.40 m (length)
¬ Crossbar measurements: 2.50 m (length)
¬ Sticks thickness: 88x88 cm
¬ Residential use

The maximum 
user weight of the 
individual swing 

seat are

95 kg

KARAI ADULTS

WOODEN SWINGSSQUARE WOOD

Ref: MA700068
50 x 40 x 30 cm

250 x 20 x 10 cm
250 x 20 x 20 cm Karai - CUERDAS

2,2 m

1,50 m

2,65 m

2,20 m

The classic swing with a rubber seat with chains.
It includes:
¬ 2 rubber seats with chains.

270 x 30 x 20 cm

40 x 30 x 40 cm

Ref: MA700068

Ref: MA700069

Masgames Karai
DELUXE INDIVIDUAL ADULTS STRINGS

Masgames Karai
DELUXE INDIVIDUAL ADULTS CHAINS

Karai adults
with chain seats

Ref: MA700069

Asientos con CHAINS:

Karai Adults
with individual seat
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WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS

New playground designed for young children between 1-3 years 
old. It is a small playground ideal for small spaces.
Children will enjoy a playground with a raised house and a swing 
with a baby seat, they can go up the easily accessible stairs and 
go down the slide ramp.

1,58 m

1,59 m 2,30 m

Ref: MA700001

KILAUEA
Playground

From

1-3
years

MULTIFUNCTION PARK

AS YOU LIKE!
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Ref: MA700500

TIMBU
Playground

The playground is a park that offers triple fun!
In the TIMBU playground, children can swing 
on the swing with two individual seats, climb 
the climbing wall and climb the rope ladder.
It is made of pine wood treated for the 
exterior protected with autoclave IV.
The TIMBU playground is approved for the 
garden of a private house.

It includes:
¬ Double swing structure.
¬ Two plastic seats with synthetic ropes.
¬ Climbing ramp with synthetic plastic stones.
¬ Synthetic rope ladder.

W
OO

DE
N 

 P
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YG
RO
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DS

From

3-12
years
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Ref: MA700005-B

Challenge

DOLOMITAS
Playground

The Challenger is a children’s playground that has a platform that can be climbed on three sides: on 
one side it has a climbing wall with climbing stones, on the opposite side it has a climbing net and 
on the side of the structure has a wooden staircase with the steps expressly placed in an irregular 
way. It also includes a swing frame with two seats. Approved for private use.

It includes:
¬ Challenger structure with platform
¬ Swing frame
¬ Two plastic seats with synthetic ropes
¬ Anchors and fittings
¬ Measurement of the swing crossbar: 2.40 mts.
¬ Measurements: 326 cm long x 257 cm wide x 210 cm high
¬ Platform height: 133 cm
¬ Total height: 2.18 mts.

Ref: MA800700
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The MILOS structure is a playground with an excellent quality-price ratio.
¬ It consists of a platform with a slide-ramp and a double swing with plastic seats and synthetic straps.
¬ It includes a green slide-ramp, 2 green plastic seats and straps, 1 set of corners and flat anchors.
¬ The platform’s first floor is 0,90 m high.
¬ The round-wood bars have a 80 mm and a 100 mm diameter.
¬ The maximum weight for each seat is 70 kg.

MILOS
Playground

+

2,25 m

3,08 m
2,70 m

120 x 20 x 20 cm
250 x 20 x 20 cm
270 x 20 x 20 cm
180 x 40 x 20 cm
40 x 40 x 30 cm

x2

Ref: MA700005

Includes 3 seats:
¬ Two flat seats
¬ A baby seat

Milos
with baby seat

From

3-12
years

WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS
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Ref: MA700067

Ref: MA700066

LIGNUM
Playground

Includes 2 seats:
¬ A flat seat
¬ A baby seat

Ref: MA700067

Wooden playground with double swing and platform with slide. The MASGAMES LIGNUM playground consists of a double XYLO 
swing and a platform with a MOLA slide. A strong, tall and safe playground with the best value for money. The MASGAMES LIGNUM 
playground is made of square wood treated for the outdoors.
Unlike other playgrounds or swings, this structure does not need metal corners to catch the crossbar with the legs. Thanks to an 
innovative design, the structure is very grippy and with less movement than parks that have metal corners. The assembly by cons 
is somewhat longer, although it is still easy for families to assemble the park without problems.

The LIGNUM playground structure includes:
- 2 flat plastic seats and ropes
- Anchors for dirt, sand or grass soil and screws
The measurements of the MASGAMES LIGNUM playground are as follows:
Measurements: 335 cm (length) x 285 cm (width to the end of the slide) x 220 cm (height)

The square wooden posts have a measurement of 68x68mm on the legs and 88x88mm on the top 
post. The height of the first floor of the platform is 1.20 m. The slide ramp is 2.32 m long. The slide 
ramp is made of HDPE which resists corrosion well and is therefore suitable for being outdoors. 
A hose can be connected to the ramp in summer so that the water runs down the ramp. It is 
therefore a combination that offers many possibilities of fun for children.

The maximum user weight of the individual swing seat is 70 kg

From

3-12
years

Lignum
with baby seat
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SQUARE WOOD WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS

x2 The maximum 
user weight of the 
individual swing 

seat is

70 kg

MAUNA LOA
Playground

From

3-12
years

Los parques de la serie MAUNA LOA son una 
estructura de madera con una excelente 
relación calidad-precio. Está fabricado con 
madera de calidad, tratada para el exterior 
y es de color oscuro. Están fabricados para 
uso privado. Un divertido parque infantil con 
tobogán.

¬ Medidas: 2,97 m. (largo) x 3,39 m. (ancho) x 
2,28 m. (alto).

¬ Son apropiados para niños de 4 a 12 años.
¬ Los postes de madera redonda tienen una 

medida de 80 mm y 100 mm (diámetro).
¬ La rampa de tobogán está fabricada con 

plástico HDPE inyectado.
¬ El peso máximo del usuario del asiento 

individual del columpio son 70 kg.

A hose can be attached to the ramp to make 
the waterslide.

Ref: MA700011

40 x 40 x 30 cm

120 x 20 x 20 cm
230 x 20 x 20 cm
270 x 20 x 20 cm
235 x 45 x 30 cm

2,70 m

2,97 m

3,39 m

1,10 m

2,28 m

+Includes 3 seats:
¬ Two flat seats
¬ A baby seat

Mauna Loa
with baby seat

Ref: MA700011-B
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SQUARE WOODWOODEN PLAYGROUNDS

 
ACADEMY

Ref: MA700022

 
ACADEMY RAMP

Ref: MA700023

 
WITH RAMP

Ref: MA700021

FACE-TO-FACE

Ref: MA700024

MAUNA LOA

combinations
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The square wooden MAUNA LOA playground has a platform 
with a slide to be able to go up through a rear ladder and 
slide down the slide ramp. It also includes a double swing 
with two seats.
It is made of treated wood for the exterior, cut in a square 
shape which makes it stronger and more resistant and has 
fewer cracks than round wood.
The slide has the option of putting a hose with water.

The Mauna Loa playground includes:
- Double swing frame
- Two plastic seats with synthetic ropes
- Wooden platform with ladder
- Slide ramp of 2.32 meters.
- Set of corners, anchors and screws

Measurements: 2650 mm (length) x 3250 mm (width to the end of the slide) x 2300 mm (height)

The square wooden posts have a measure of 88x88 mm

The height of the first floor of the platform is 1.20 m

The slide ramp is 2.32 m long

 The slide ramp is made of HDPE which resists corrosion well and is therefore suitable for being 
outdoors. A hose can be connected to this ramp in summer so that the water runs down the ramp. 
It is therefore a combination that offers many possibilities of fun for children.

Ref: MA700080

MAUNA LOA
Playground

Square wood

Includes 3 seats:
¬ Two flat seats
¬ A baby seat

Mauna Loa
with baby seat

Ref: MA700081

+

From

3-12
years

SQUARE WOOD WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS
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The Lookout playground is a multifunctional park, it is composed of a little house and next to it a tower with a slide. 
The house has on one side a window, on its opposite side a half-height door, then on the side a railing and finally 
on the side that is connected to the tower is open to access the tower.

The Lookout park is available in two versions:

- The Lookout S Park has a platform with a slide at 60 cm high. The 
tower has a height of 2.49 m

- The Lookout M playground has a platform with a slide at 90 cm 
high.The tower has a height of 2.79 m

The house is the same in both versions and measures 161.6 cm 
(length) x 130 cm (width) x 155 cm (height)

The Lookout park measures are:

203.8 cm (length) x 161.6 cm (width) x 279 cm (height)

The height of the slide platform is 90 m

The slide ramp is 144 cm long

You must leave 2 meters around the security zone.

Ref: MA801821

S LOOK-OUT

M LOOK-OUT

Ref: MA801801

LOOK-OUT
Playground

ACCESSORIES  (not included)

Supported double swing L - Ref. MA700150Individual swing L - Ref. MA700140@CHALLENGER  Ref. MA803701

From

3-12
years
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The CASCADE tower is irresistible and will instantly 
captivate the youngest adventurers with their 
charming appearance. Easily accessible and with two 
platforms, the Cascade tower is full of fun.
The Tower has two connected platforms and an 
inclined ramp entrance, which makes the tower more 
easily accessible for all ages.
This tower is the smallest version.
Approved for private use.

It includes:
¬ Cascade tower with roof
¬ Slide for height of 0.90 / 1.20 m
¬ Side platform
¬ Access ramp
¬ Sandbox (without sand)
¬ Anchors

Ref: MA801521

CASCADE M

Ref: MA801501

CASCADE L

CASCADE
Playground

@CHALLENGER  Ref. MA803701

ACCESSORIES  (not included)

Supported double swing L - Ref. MA700150Individual swing L - Ref. MA700140

From

3-12
years

WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS
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The Carlit playground is a wooden tower 
treated for the exterior (autoclave level IV) 
of European renewable forests.
In the Carlit playground, children can climb 
the ladder to the platform that is 90 cm 
high and can slide down the slide ramp.
Includes a double swing with two seats.

This tower is excellent value for money.

Ref: MA700250

CARLIT M

CARLIT
Playground

Tower measurements: 97.5 cm long x 97 cm wide x 239 cm high
Tower dimensions with double swing: 3200 mm long x 1750 
mm wide x 2395 mm high
Floor height: 88.5 cm
Slide measurements: 144.2 cm (length) x 38.9 cm (width)

CARLIT CANVAS
The CARLIT CANVAS children’s playpen is made with treated wood 
for outdoors and on the roof of the tower we have exchanged it for 
a very resistant canvas, thus offering a better value for money.
The measurements of the MASGAMES CARLIT M playground are 
as follows:
310 cm (length) x 230 cm (width to the end of the slide) x 240 cm 
(height)
The square wooden posts measure 68x68 mm on the legs and 
88x88 mm on the top post.

Ref: MA700249

From

3-12
years
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WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS

@CHALLENGER  Ref. MA803701

ACCESSORIES  (not included)

Supported double swing L - Ref. MA700150Individual swing L - Ref. MA700140

TALAIA
Playground
The TALAIA playground is a park made of very resistant 
quality wood.
Children can climb the tower by the wooden stairs and 
once up they can play on the platform and slide down the 
slide ramp. The base incorporates a sandbox to be able to 
fill with sand and have more fun.

This tower includes:
¬ 1 raised house with sloping roof
¬ 1 sandbox (no sand)
¬ 1 wooden ladder
¬ 1 slide ramp with water connection in lime green
¬ 1 set of anchors, screws, plugs and handles.

Tower measurements: 275 cm (height) x 138.5 cm 
(width) x 270 cm (length)
The height of the first floor of the house is 1.20 m.

Approved for private use.

Ref: MA700125 

From

3-12
years

2,75 m

2,7 m1,38 m

1,38 m

1,38 m
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TAGA playground is made of pine wood treated for outdoor 
use, it is very robust and durable. It has an elevated little 
house that children can access through a staircase and has 
a side balcony through which they can slide down the slide.

This playground is available in 2 versions: 

MA700300 
> TAGA playground WITHOUT climbing ramp.

MA700360 
> TAGA playground with climbing ramp

One of the advantages of this park is that depending on the 
area where the slide has to be installed it can be placed on 
the front or on the side of the park.

Measures with the slide arranged on the front:
1,59 m (width) x 2,8 m (height) x 3,59 m (length).

Measures with the slide arranged laterally:
1,59 m (width) x 2,8 m (height) x 4 m (length).

This playground is indicated for private use only.

L TAGA

TAGA
Playground

@CHALLENGER  Ref. MA803701

ACCESSORIES  (not included)

Supported double swing L - Ref. MA700150Individual swing L - Ref. MA700140

De
3-12
años

Ref: MA700300

2,8 m

1,59 m 3,59 m

Ref: MA700360

2,8 m 1,20 m

1,59 m 1,59 m
2,40 m
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The KIOSK tower is a tower that 
offers very good value for money.
This playpen is made of 70mm 
square wood and has an excellent 
finish.
Approved for private use. Available in 
two heights.

This spectacular structure includes:
¬ 1 house with raised roof
¬ 1 climbing ladder
¬ 1 sandbox (no sand)
¬ 1 slide
¬ Anchors

Ref: MA801101

1,20 m

1,05 m
1,50 m

2,95 m

KIOSK L

Ref: MA802101

1,50 m

1,05 m
1,50 m

3,25 m

KIOSK XL

KIOSK
Playground

@CHALLENGER/@CHALLENGER XL
Ref. MA803701/801

ACCESSORIES  (not included)

Supported double swing L - Ref. MA700150
Supported double swing XL - Ref. MA700151

Individual swing L - Ref. MA700140
Individual swing XL  - Ref. MA700141

WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS

De
3-12
años
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2,
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1,
20

 m

1,1
9 

m
1,35 m

Fun little elevated house with slide ramp, at the base of the tower there is a sandpit 
(without sand) for children to play.

Made of resistant square wood and treated for the outside.

Measurements:
1,19 m (width) x 2,87 m (height) x 1,35 m (length)
The square wooden posts measure 80 mm.

Approved for the garden of a private house.

TIBIDABO L

Ref: MA700220  

TIBIDABO
Playground

@CHALLENGER  Ref. MA803701

ACCESSORIES

Supported double swing L - Ref. MA700150Individual swing L - Ref. MA700140

This version has a canvas roof and is very weather resistant. It is also 
better value for money.

TIBIDABO CANVAS

Ref: MA700219 

TIBIDABO CANVAS

From

3-12
years
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ACCESSORIES  (not included)

Supported double swing L - Ref. MA700150
Supported double swing XL - Ref. MA700151

Individual swing L - Ref. MA700140
Single swing XL - Ref. MA700141

@CHALLENGER
Ref. MA803701/801

WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS

With this playground, children will have double fun going up the tower and sliding 
down the slide or playing inside the little house that has a practicable door and a 
fixed window.

Made of resistant square wood and treated for the outside.

Measurements:

1,19 m (width) x 2,87 m (height) x 1,35 m (length)

The square wooden posts measure 80 mm.

Approved for the garden of a private house.

TIBIDABO WITH XL 
LITTLE HOUSE

Ref: MA700245

TIBIDABO WITH L 
LITTLE HOUSE

Ref: MA700230  

2,
87

 m

1,
20

 m

1,1
9 

m

1,35 m

3,
25

 m

1,
50

 m
1,3

 m

1,47 m

TIBIDABO
with little house

This version has a canvas roof and is very weather resistant. It is also 
better value for money.

TIBIDABO CANVAS
with little house

Ref: MA700229 

TIBIDABO CANVAS WITH L 
LITTLE HOUSE

From

3-12
years
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2,
87

 m

1,
20

 m

1,19 m 1,35 m

The CANIGÓ tower is a MASGAMES brand tower that offers a lot of 
fun and a very good value for money.
The kids will love it!

This spectacular structure includes:
¬ 1 house with a raised roof
¬ 1 wooden ladder
¬ 1 climbing ramp
¬ 1 slide with water connection
¬ 1 set of anchors
¬ Measurements: 2.87 m (height) x 1.19 m (width) x 1.35 m 

(length)
¬ The length of the tower with the slide is 3.03 m
¬ The height of the first floor of the house is 1.20 m

40 x 30 x 40 cm

270 x 30 x 20 cm

Ref: MA700203

TIBIDABO
with climbing ramp

This version has a canvas roof and is very weather resistant. It is also 
better value for money.

TIBIDABO CANVAS
with climbing ramp

Ref: MA700202

TIBIDABO with climbing ramp

From

3-12
years

@CHALLENGER   Ref. MA803701

COMPLEMENTOS  (no incluidos)

Columpio doble apoyado L - Ref. MA700150Columpio individual L - Ref. MA700140
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WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS

This version has a canvas roof and is very weather resistant. It is also 
better value for money.

TIBIDABO CANVAS
with climbing ramp and house

This is the most complete version of the TIBIDABO tower 
because in the lower part of the tower there is a small house 
with a door and a window. Children can climb the tower by the 
wooden ladder or the climbing ramp, and once at the top they 
can slide down the slide ramp. Made of resistant square wood 
and treated for the outside.

Tower Measurements:
1.19m (width) x 2.87m (height)
x 1.35m (length)

40 x 30 x 40 cm

270 x 30 x 20 cm

2,
87

 m

1,19 m 1,35 m

1,
20

 m

Ref: MA700210

TIBIDABO
with ramp and house

The square wooden posts 
have a measure of 80 mm.

Approved for the garden of 
a private house.

TIBIDABO
with ramp and house

@CHALLENGER   Ref. MA803701

COMPLEMENTOS  (no incluidos)

Columpio doble apoyado L - Ref. MA700150Columpio individual L - Ref. MA700140

Ref: MA700209

TIBIDABO with house and climbing ramp

From

3-12
years
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From

3-12
years

@CHALLENGER
Ref. MA803701/801

ACCESSORIES  (not included)

Supported double swing L - Ref. MA700150
Supported double swing XL - Ref. MA700151

Individual swing L - Ref. MA700140
Single swing XL - Ref. MA700141

LOLLIPOP playground that combines the Lollipop XL house 
with a spectacular elevated structure that includes a house 
with windows, a door, a planter and a bookcase, a staircase 
with a handrail so that children have easy access, a balcony 
with a railing, a climbing wall and a sandpit at the side. 
interior (no sand).

This playground is made of wood treated for the outdoors 
(autoclave level IV) from renewable European forests.

This playground is available in 3 colors pink, green and blue, 
and will have the slide ramp to match.

LOLLIPOP L:

LOLLIPOP
Playground

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

Ref: MA700428-V

GREEN  L

GREEN  XL

Ref: MA700428-A

BLUE  XL

Ref: MA700428-B

WHITE  XL

Ref: MA700428-R

PINK  L

PINK  XL

Ref: MA700425-V

BLUE  L

Ref: MA700425-A

WHITE  L

Ref: MA700425-B

Ref: MA700425-R

LOLLIPOP XL:
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The new NAUTILUS playground is a boat-shaped playground, 
in which children can let their imagination run wild, turning 
for a moment into little Navigators or terrible Pirates, the 
children will love it!
The tower can be accessed by the wooden stairs and once 
on the platform the children can play with the steering wheel 
imagining that they are driving a boat or sliding down the 
slide ramp. In the lower part there is a sandpit in the shape of 
a boat that incorporates a bench to sit on.
This version includes a climbing ramp and children can climb 
the tower by a climbing ramp. But this model does not allow 
to include any swing or the @challenger.

This spectacular structure includes:
¬ 1 raised house with sloping roof
¬ 1 sandbox (without sand) in the shape of a boat
¬ 1 wooden ladder
¬ 1 climbing wall with climbing stones
¬ 1 slide wall with water connection in lime green
¬ 1 boat rudder
¬ 1 set of anchors

Tower measurements: 2.75 m (height) x 2.70 m (width) with 
the slide ramp x 2.75 m (length)

The height of the first floor of the house is 1.20 m.

Approved for private use.

Ref: MA700330 

Let’s play!
Up and down!

From

3-12
years

NAUTILUS
WITH CLIMBING WALL

Playground

WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS
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NAUTILUS
Playground

@CHALLENGER   Ref. MA803701

ACCESSORIES  (not included)

Supported double swing L - Ref. MA700150Individual swing L - Ref. MA700140

The new NAUTILUS playground is a boat-shaped playground, 
in which children can let their imagination run wild, turning 
for a moment into little Navigators or terrible Pirates, the 
children will love it!
The tower can be accessed by the wooden stairs and once 
on the platform the children can play with the steering 
wheel imagining that they are driving a boat or sliding down 
the slide ramp. In the lower part there is a sandpit in the 
shape of a boat that incorporates a bench to sit on.

This version does not include the climbing ramp but the 
children will have a railing at the top and the walls of the 
sandbox will be fully open. This version allows you to include 
a single or double swing and the @challenger.

This spectacular structure includes:
¬ 1 raised house with sloping roof
¬ 1 sandbox (without sand) in the shape of a boat
¬ 1 wooden ladder
¬ 1 climbing ramp (depending on version)
¬ 1 slide ramp with water connection in lime green
¬ 1 giant ship rudder
¬ 1 set of anchors

Tower measurements: 2.75 m (height) x 2.70 m (width) with 
the slide ramp x 2.75 m (length)
The height of the first floor of the house is 1.20 m.

Approved for private use.

Ref: MA700325 

From

3-12
years
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La torre BELVEDERE, es una torre que ofrece una muy buena 
relación calidad-precio.

Este parque infantil es de madera cuadrada de 80 mm y tiene 
un excelente acabado.

Parque infantil homologado para uso privado. Disponible en 
dos alturas.   

Esta espectacular estructura incluye: 

¬ 1 casa con techo elevada
¬ 1 escalera para trepar
¬ 1 rampa de escalada  

(incluye 5 piedras para trepar)
¬ 1 arenero (sin arena)
¬ 1 tobogán
¬ Anclajes

Ref: MA801401

1,20 m

1,05 m

1,30 m

2,95 m

BELVEDERE L

Ref: MA802401

1,50 m

1,05 m

1,30 m

3,00 m

BELVEDERE XL

BELVEDERE
Playground

@CHALLENGER/@CHALLENGER XL
Ref. MA803701/801

ACCESSORIES  (not included)

 @SWING
@swing  L - Ref. MA803501
@swing  XL - Ref. MA803601

Individual swing L - Ref. MA700140
Individual swing XL  - Ref. MA700141

From

3-12
years

WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS
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The BEACH HUT tower is a tower similar to the typical beach guard 
houses, BLUE RABBIT brand, and the best thing is that it offers a 
very good value for money.

This lovely beach hut has a nice front balcony that will provide 
hours of fun. With a large sandpit as if it were their own private 
beach, children can build the largest sandcastles they have ever 
imagined. It also includes an entrance staircase at the back and 
an additional entrance opening at the front, ideal for another 
additional module or to include the rope ladder (optional).

Approved playground for private use. Available in two heights.

This spectacular structure includes:

¬ 1 house with raised roof
¬ 1 climbing ladder (rear)
¬ 1 sandbox (without sand)
¬ 1 slide
¬ Anchors

1,20 m

1,05 m
1,50 m

2,95 m

Ref: MA801301

L BEACH HUT

1,50 m

1,05 m 1,50 m

3,25 m

Ref: MA802301

XL BEACH HUT

BEACH HUT
Playground

@CHALLENGER/@CHALLENGER XL
Ref. MA803701/801

COMPLEMENTOS  (no incluidos)

Supported double swing L - Ref. MA700150

Supported double swing XL - Ref. MA700151

Individual swing L - Ref. MA700140
Individual swing XL  - Ref. MA700141

@NET Ref. BR803301

From

3-12
years
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It includes:
¬ Tower
¬ Slide ramp
¬ Sandbox (without 

sand)
¬ Vertical ladder
¬ Horizontal 

staircase (rear)
¬ Anchors and 

screws

The Pagoda tower is the tower that has the largest platform (1.4 
m x 1.6 m). This tower provides a wide range of possibilities for 
the game. The integrated balcony can be used as a lookout tower 
and really increases the game value of this spacious tower. The 
lower sandbox offers ample space to dig and build sandcastles. 
The tower reminds of an ancient Oriental temple, the unique 
appearance of the Pagoda Tower is a guarantee of hours of 
discovery of different adventures.

The Pagoda tower has two openings for the entrance, one at its 
rear (with an inclined staircase) and another at its front (vertical 
staircase). The front entrance can also be used to add an extra 
module to the Pagoda, or even a second slide.

Approved for private use.

PAGODA
Playground

From

3-12
years

@CHALLENGER/@CHALLENGER XL
Ref. MA803701/801

ACCESSORIES  (not included)

Supported double swing L - Ref. MA700150
Supported double swing XL - Ref. MA700151

Individual swing L - Ref. MA700140
Individual swing XL  - Ref. MA700141

WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS

1,20 m

4,15 m

2,95 m

Ref: MA801601

L PAGODA

1,50 m

4,82 m

3,25 m

Ref: MA802601

XL PAGODA
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This multi-game playground offers multiple activities for 
children to have fun and play sports at the same time.

Versions:

¬ With slide ramp of 3 meters.

¬ With slide.

¬ With a fireman’s stick.

Approved for private use.

IT INCLUDES:
¬ Wooden structure
¬ Monkey Bridge
¬ 2 fixed bars
¬ Climbing wall
¬ Vertical wooden ladder
¬ Rope wall
¬ Wooden walkway / bench
¬ Slide ramp or fireman’s 

stick (depending on the 
model)

Ref: MA802901

Ref: MA802902

CROSSFIT XL

CROSSFIT XL

CROSSFIT
Playground

From

3-12
years

@CHALLENGER/@CHALLENGER XL
Ref. MA803701/801

ACCESSORIES  (not included)

Supported double swing XL - Ref. MA700151Individual swing XL  - Ref. MA700141
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With monkey
staircase

With swing
individual

With swing double and
monkey staircase

With swing
double

Base structure with
monkey bridge.

Supported swing XL. Base structure with monkey bridge
 and double swing.

Base structure with double 
swing.

Ref: MA700103Ref: MA700151Ref: MA700141 Ref: MA700102

1,50 m

3,05 m

1,19 m
1,92 m

The TEIDE playground of the MASGAMES brand is a strong and resistant 
square wooden tower, ideal for children to play.
The TEIDE playground is made up of a raised wooden house, which is 
accessed by going up a ladder and can be lowered by the slide ramp. In the 
base it incorporates a sandbox that can be filled with sand to play and also 
incorporates a wall to climb.

The park includes:
¬ Wooden structure.
¬ HPDE green plastic slide ramp.
¬ Anchors to fix them to the ground or grass.
¬ Climbing stones.
¬ Bolt plugs, handles, and mounting instructions.

Ref: MA700100

TEIDE XL

TEIDE
Playground

ACCESSORIES  (not included)

From

3-12
years

WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS
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The PENTHOUSE tower is the largest and most 
complete tower. And it offers very good value for 
money.
This playpen is made of square wood measuring 
70 mm and has an excellent finish.
Approved for private use.

It includes:
¬ 1 house with raised roof
¬ 1 wooden ladder
¬ 1 balcony with climbing ramp
¬ 1 sandbox (no sand)
¬ 1 slide
¬ Anchors, screws, bolts

Ref: MA802201

XL PENTHOUSE

PENTHOUSE
Playground

@CHALLENGER XL  Ref. MA803801

ACCESSORIES  (not included)

Supported double swing XL - Ref. MA700151Individual swing XL  - Ref. MA700141

Measurements: 3.38 m (height) x 2.00 m (width) x 1.99 m (length).
The square wooden posts have a measure of 70 mm.
The height of the first floor of the house is 1.50 m.
The height of the balcony is 1.20 m.

Accessories such as the rope ladder, the bell, periscope, telescope, 
steering wheel, etc ... are not included but can be purchased 
separately.

From

3-12
years
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Spectacular tower with several integrated elements, 
it is so large that children will never get bored.

It has a large platform with a balcony on the side, and 
is connected to a little house to hide. Underneath, 
there is a huge sandpit and a rest area with a wooden 
floor and a bench that is a storage box to store toys.

The tower can be accessed by a climbing wall, a fixed 
ladder or an inclined ladder.

Approved for private use

It includes:

¬ 1 Tower with elevated roof
¬ 1 Elevated house with roof, doors and windows
¬ 3 meter slide ramp.
¬ 1 wooden inclined ladder
¬ 1 vertical wooden ladder
¬ 1 wooden platform with drawer
¬ 1 sandbox (without sand)
¬ Anchors and screws

PALAZZO
Playground

@CHALLENGER XL  Ref. MA803801

ACCESSORIES  (not included)

Supported double swing XL - Ref. MA700151Individual swing XL  - Ref. MA700141

¬ La torre de madera Palazzo tiene las siguientes medidas:
 4,53 m (largo) x 2,47 m (ancho) x 3,38 m (alto)
¬ Las medidas de la cabaña son:  143 cm (largo) x 124 cm 

(ancho) x 100 cm (altura más baja)
¬ La altura de la plataforma del tobogán es de 1,50 m
¬ La altura de la plataforma de la casita es de 1,70 m
¬ La rampa del tobogán es de 3 m de largo
¬ Debe dejar 2 metros alrededor de zona de seguridad. 

Ref: MA802701

PALAZZO XL

From

3-12
years

WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS
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The ATLANTIC children’s playground is a spectacular structure 
that combines the Tibidabo Tower with a small house integrated 
with the Nautilus Tower, the two towers connected by an 
elevated bridge.

Tibidabo Tower:

¬ Elevated structure
¬ Small house at the bottom of the tower with door and window
¬ Slide ramp
¬ Two plastic seats with synthetic ropes
¬ Anchors, screws and plugs

Elevated bridge
¬ Wooden bridge structure

Nautilus Tower
¬ 1 raised house with sloping roof
¬ 1 sandbox (without sand) in the shape of a boat
¬ 1 wooden ladder
¬ 1 climbing wall with climbing stones
¬ 1 boat rudder
¬ Anchors, screws and plugs

ATLANTIC
Playground

Ref: MA800010

From

3-12
years
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The PACIFIC children’s playground is a spectacular structure 
that combines the Tibidabo Tower with an integrated house 
with the Nautilus Tower, the two towers connected by an 
elevated bridge.

Tibidabo Tower:
¬ Elevated structure
¬ Small house at the bottom of the tower with door and window
¬ Slide ramp
¬ Swing frame
¬ Two plastic seats with synthetic ropes
¬ Anchors, screws and plugs

Elevated bridge
¬ Wooden bridge structure

Nautilus Tower
¬ 1 raised house with sloping roof
¬ 1 sandbox (without sand) in the shape of a boat
¬ 1 wooden ladder
¬ 1 climbing wall with climbing stones
¬ 1 boat rudder
¬ Anchors, screws and plugs

PACIFIC
Playground

Ref: MA800002

From

3-12
years

WOODEN PLAYGROUNDS
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Ref: MA800001

Penthouse tower with swing + Kiosk tower with swing.

HIMALAYA
Playground

You can connect the 
towers and make 

spectacular MIXES!

Optional 0.60 cm slide not included.

From

3-12
years
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PLAYGROUND KITS

@Challenger L / @Challenger XL @Steps L / @Steps XL @Ramp L / @Ramp XL

@Net @Bridge

Monkey ladder for 
Teide tower

Ref: MA803701 Ref: MA803001

Ref: MA803301

Ref: MA804101

Ref: MA804101

Ref: MA803801

@Wall L / @Wall XL

Ref: MA803101 Ref: MA803201

Ref: MA803002 Ref: MA804201

Ref: MA700152

Ramp for
Mauna Loa

Ref: MA700013

Supported double 
swing for towers

Square wood.

¬ 1,20 m ¬ 1,50 m

Ref: MA700151Ref: MA700150

Individual swing
supported for towers

Square wood.

¬ 1,20 m ¬ 1,50 m

Ref: MA700141Ref: MA700140

Madison Bridge

Ref: MA803451
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We have a beautiful range of accessories specially designed for Group A 
playgrounds and MASGAMES swings.

Rubber-coated 
seat with ropes 

Ref: MA400822

ACCESSORIES FOR SWINGS AND PARKS

Deluxe blue 
baby seat  

Ref: MA400301

Deluxe green 
baby seat 

Ref: MA400304

Deluxe green 
baby seat  

Ref: MA400306

Deluxe orange 
baby seat  

Ref: MA400302

Nest seat
Jaipur

Ref: MA400903

Nest seat
Mundi

Ref: MA400902

Square wood swing
face-to-face seat

Ref: MA400026 

Round wood swing
face-to-face seat

Ref: MA400025 

Seat
long wood

Ref: MA400850

Asiento 
de plástico 

rojo 
Ref: MA400875

Blue swing 
plastic seat 

Ref: MA400876

Green swing 
plastic seat  

Ref: MA400878

Turquois swing 
plastic seat  

Ref: MA400879 
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Slide-ramp
3 m various colors

Ref: MA60417X

Slide-ramp
0.60 m

(height) 
GREEN Ref: MA604166
PINK Ref: MA604167
BLUE Ref: MA604168

Rampa de tobogán 1,5 m
Verde (HORECA) 

Ref: MA604500

Slide-ramp
0.90 m (height) 

Ref: MA604173

Green Slide-
ramp

1,5 m (height)
Ref: MA604174

Swing hook 14 cm 
Ref: MA400833

Swing Hook
square 90x90 mm

Ref: MA081036

Swing Hook
round 100 mm 

Ref: MA81035

Anchorage
1 unit 

Ref: MA400832

Trapeze with 
ropes 

Ref: MA400825

Climbing rope 
Ref: MA400827

Long staircase
2 anchors

Ref: KB32040

Rope ladder 1.80 
m. 1 anchor 
Ref: KB32430

Ovni seat 
Ref: MA415121

Rings + ropes 
Ref: MA400826

Wood rings + ropes
Ref: MA400828

Green 
baby seat  

Ref: MA400925

Red 
baby seat  

Ref: MA400929

Flat anchor
Ref: MA400834

Indoor hook
Ref: MA400835

Rampa de 
tobogán 

1,2m (altura)
VERDE Ref: MA604169
ROSA Ref: MA604169R
AZUL Ref: MA604169A

ACCESSORIES FOR SWINGS AND PARKS
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Bell
Ref. MA513010

Magic mirror
Ref. MA700350

Megaphone
Ref. MA511010

Hoop
Basketball

Ref. MA400803

Big
binoculars

Ref. MA400345

Fireman’s Post
Ref. MA400804

Big ship rudder
Ref. MA400335

Great periscope
Ref. MA400350

Big
telescope
Ref. MA400325

Set climbing stones 
(5 pieces)
Ref. MA700347

Red
Mailbox
Ref. MA400901

Green
Telephone

Ref. MA400810

Red
Telephone

Ref. MA400801
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LITTLE HOUSES

LOLLIPOP
House

LITTLE HOUSES

This fun Lollipop house is available in 4 colors: 

Pink, Green, Blue and White.

The Lollipop house is made of pine wood treated for the 
exterior, from renewable forests in wood cut in a square 
shape that makes it very strong and resistant. With this 
children’s house, the youngest members of the family 
will be able to have their own space in the garden to play, 
learn, interact with friends and, ultimately, develop their 
abilities in every way.

External dimensions (width x depth x height): 
1360x1300x1350 mm.

Ref: MA800543

GREEN  L

GREEN  XL

Ref: MA800545 Ref: MA800547

BLUE  L WHITE  L

BLUE  XL WHITE  XL

Ref: MA800541

PINK  L

PINK  XL

Ref: MA800523 Ref: MA800525 Ref: MA800527Ref: MA800521

1,64 m

1,55 m

XL SIZE

OPCIONALOPCIONAL

SUELO A SUELO A 
MEDIDAMEDIDA

1,35 m

1,36 m
L SIZE
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It includes:

¬ Lollipop House

¬ Elevated platform

¬ Slide ramp 1.20 m.

¬ Wooden stairs

Total measurements with the platform: 2.66 m. (length with 
the slide ramp) x 1.72 m. (width) x 1.95 m. (high or tall)

Slide measures: 1.20 m.

SLIDE COLORS:SLIDE COLORS:

L LOLLIPOP
House
ELEVATED HOUSE

Elevated House Lollipop offers a lot of fun, because 
children will be able to climb the wooden ladder, play 
on the platform, go down the slide and play inside the 
house.

It is made of pine wood treated for the exterior, very 
resistant and durable.

The Lollipop raised house is available in 3 colors and 
each color includes the ramp of the same color as a set.

Ref: MA800533

GREEN - L ELEVATED

Ref: MA800535 Ref: MA800537

BLUE - L ELEVATED WHITE - L ELEVATED

Ref: MA800531

PINK - L ELEVATED
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LITTLE HOUSES

FLAM
House

Ref: MA800595

Elevated FLAM House

Ref: MA800585 1,20 m

1,91 m

1,40 m

1,8
0 m

1,40 m

1,65 m

1,185 m
0,545 m

FLAM house has a door with a window, windows 
that can be opened and closed, a planter to put 
plants and two shelves under the windows.

The windows have a metraquilato plate simulating 
glass.

It also includes a blackboard to name the house or 
to paint and draw.

The FLAM elevated house offers double fun since 
the children will be able to play in the casita but 
they will also be able to climb the stairs, play on the 
platform and slide down the slide.

This house, being elevated, also prevents it from 
being in contact with the grass or earth and inside 
it makes it more comfortable.

Includes a small 1.32 m slide ramp. in lime green.

OPTIONALOPTIONAL

CUSTOM CUSTOM 
FLOORFLOOR
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The MASGAMES ANDREA house has 
simple and modern lines, and is inspired 
by the “less is more” design.

This house is made of high quality pine 
wood. The wood used for its manufacture is 
from renewable European forests, so it respects 
the environment and is a very durable wood, with 
a treatment against insect pests and to make it 
resistant outdoors. This treatment is free of arsenic.

The roof is made of a highly weather-resistant and 
waterproof canvas so that no water can enter the house.

The MASGAMES ANDREA house is available in two 
versions:

A beautiful little house, with which children will enjoy and for their large 
size can play for many years! The strawberry house includes a door, 
windows and is painted in beautiful colors.

This little house is for private use. Made of treated pine wood so that it 
can be outdoors and against pests and rot.

Total measures of the house: 194 cm high x 140 cm wide x 148 cm long.

“Fresita” HOUSE XL

Ref: MA800550

1,40 m
1,48 m

1,94 m

This version is the most complete 
because it includes three accessories: 
a mailbox, a telephone that sounds like 
the real ones, and a pot to put plants.

XL”Fresita” 
House

Ref: MA800575

FRESITA
House

“Fresita” FLOOR

Ref: MA800552

Measures 136 cm (length) x 123 cm (width) x 3 cm (height)

ANDREA
House

Ref: MA800560

WITHOUT FLOOR

Ref: MA800565

WITH FLOOR

OPTIONALOPTIONAL

FRESITA FRESITA 
FLOORFLOOR
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LITTLE HOUSES

Preciosa casita de estilo marinero con muchos detalles que 
gustarán tanto a niños como a mayores.

El interior de la casita irradia mucha luz gracias al ojo de buey 
y a sus ventanas por los 3 costados. Tiene un bonito porche 
con tejado y una valla de color blanco con buzón. También 
incluye un banco pintado en color azul para que los niños se 
puedan sentar.

Está fabricada en madera de pino, resistente a  la intemperie.

Medidas casita: 1744x1945x1880 mm 
Peso: 106  kg
Medidas embalaje: Caja 1: 1555x1165x160 cm
Caja 2:  1390x1230x90 cm - Caja 3: 1555x1165x160 cm

La casita de madera Masgames Visby es una casita que a los niños les gustará mucho 
por sus divertidos colores y también por los bonitos detalles que tiene incorporados 
como las ventanas fijas y practicables, los maceteros, la chimenea, etc…

La casita Visby es una construcción compacta de planta cuadrada en la que los niños 
encontrarán mucha diversión. Es de fácil montaje y tiene una medida suficiente para 
que los niños puedan jugar y quepa en cualquier jardín o terraza.

Está fabricada en madera de pino, resistente a  la intemperie.

Medida casita: 114.0 x 129.5 x 135.0 cm
Peso: 56 kg
Medidas embalaje - Caja: 119.5 x 97.5 x 165 cm
Homologada para uso particular.

Ref: MA800580 

OPTIONALOPTIONAL

CUSTOM CUSTOM 
FLOORFLOOR

Ref: MA800590 

VISBY
House

OLDEN
House

OPTIONALOPTIONAL

CUSTOM CUSTOM 
FLOORFLOOR
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ART Nº MODEL DIMENSIONS

MA800520 HOUSE FLOOR MASGAMES LOLLIPOP
114 cm (length) x 
110 cm (width) x

3 cm (height)

MA800540 FLOOR HOUSE MASGAMES LOLLIPOP XL
136 cm (length) x 
123 cm (width) x

3 cm (height)

MA800579 HOUSE FLOOR MASGAMES VISBY
90 cm (length) x
80 cm (width) x
3 cm (height)

MA800584 HOUSE FLOOR MASGAMES FLAM
138 cm (length) x 
118 cm (width) x

3 cm (height)

MA800589 MASGAMES OLDEN CASITA FLOOR
172 cm (length) x 
118 cm (width) x

3 cm (height)

FLOORS FOR HOUSES
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KITCHEN

The TASTY outdoor children’s kitchen is a set made of quality and 
resistant wood suitable for private and commercial use.
Boys and girls will be able to enjoy the symbolic game where they 
will be great chefs. The product includes an oven, stove with its 
controls, a transparent board, a perfectly functional tap and its 
first kitchen tools.
The solid and treated wood makes the product a resistant game 
suitable for outdoor use.

This kitchenette includes:
¬ Very resistant HDPE plastic cooking 

zone to be outdoors.
¬ Sink with a chrome-plated brass tap 

in which a hose can be connected.
¬ Removable tray.
¬ Oven with folding methacrylate 

front and removable wooden tray 
(stainless steel hinges).

¬ Shelves to store utensils and hooks 
to hang accessories.

¬ Methacrylate blackboard to be able 
to paint or write (painting / writing 
material not included).

Ref: MA600550   Ref: MA600575

Outdoor kitchen

TASTY

Outdoor kitchen

SPICY

¬ Kitchen utensils 
are included.

SPICY SPICY DELICIOUS

Ref: MA600600   Ref: MA600625

TASTY TASTY DELICIOUS

SPICY

SPICY DELICIOUS

TASTY DELICIOUS

TASTY KITCHEN

¬ Kitchen utensils 
are included.
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The LAPITZ outdoor wooden slate is a set made 
of quality solid wood. It is a strong and resistant 
product also outdoors.

The blackboard is a large methacrylate plate 
where boys and girls can paint from both sides of 
it. Methacrylate is a very transparent recyclable 
plastic that is easy to clean when painted on.

The board has a base where you can leave 
markers and paints while boys and girls have fun 
with it.

Measures:
1040 mm long x 390 mm wide x 1185 mm high.

The painting material is not included.

Ref: MA600500

Outdoor slate

LAPITZ

1040
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Caja / Box

OUTDOOR SLATE
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SANDBOXES

Made of treated exterior wood, very consistent and strong. They include geotextile barrier to isolate from the ground.

Ref: MA600050

Ref: MA600051

Ref: MA600052

Square sandbox available in 
two sizes:

M: 1,20 m x 1,20 m

1,20 m

1,50 m

1,50 m

Rectangular sandbox:

1,50 m x 1,20 m

L: 1,50 m x 1,50 m

Square sandpit cover:

M: 1,20 m x 1,20 m

L: 1,50 m x 1,50 m

Rectangular sandpit cover:

1,50 m x 1,20 m

M, L and rectangular

SANDBOXES
with cover included

Sandpit with wooden lid and with comfortable handles to open 
and close to keep the sand protected and prevent it from getting 
dirty. Includes handles for easier placement.

Available in 3 sizes:
- Oben M sandpit: 1.20 x 1.20 m.
- Oben Sandpit L: 1.50 x 1.50 m.
- Oben Rectangular Sandpit: 
1.20 x 1.50 m.

OBEN SANDBOX
with wooden deck

Ref: MA600090

Ref: MA600091

Ref: MA600092
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3,0 m

This sandbox is made of round wood and incorporates 4 plastic seats 
that gives more consistency to the structure so that children can sit and 
play better with the sand.

Includes geotextile barrier to isolate from the ground

2,00 m
2,50 m

2,50 m x 2,50 m
Ref: MA600070 Ref: MA600071

2,00 m x 2,00 m

GIANT SANDBOX
Round wood

Ref: MA600100

Practical sandpit with folding cover that transforms into two benches so that children 
can sit down and when they have finished they can cover the sand with the lids and thus 
prevent it from getting dirty.

Made of pine wood treated for the exterior.

Indicated for private use.

Measurements: 1185 (length) x 1185 (width)
x 210 (height) mm

KASSI SANDBOX
with bench / drawer

ARENERO TECTUM
con cubierta plegable

Square sandbox:

1,20 m

1,20 m

1,50 m

1,50 m

Ref: MA600080

Ref: MA600081

Ref: MA600082

1,50 m x 1,50 m

1,20 m x 1,20 m

1,50 m x 1,20 m

KASSI M

KASSI L

RECTANGULAR KASSI
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GOALS

New MASGAMES goal, for soccer lovers who want to 
practice their ball skills.

Made of square pine wood, weather resistant.

Includes mesh and ground anchors, so that it is well fixed 
to the ground.

This goal complies with the European regulation EN71-8 
for private use.

Goal Measures M: 180 x 120 x 60 cm.

Ref: MA209013 

0,6 m

1,2 m

1,8 m

M GOAL

New MASGAMES goal, for football lovers who want to 
practice their skills with the ball.

Made of square pine wood, weather resistant.

Includes mesh and ground anchors, so that it is well 
fixed to the ground

This goal complies with European regulations EN71-
8 for private use.

Goal measures L: 220 x 180 cm

Ref: MA209016 

1,0 m

1,8 m

2,2 m

L GOAL
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1,0 m

New MASGAMES goal, for football lovers who want to 
practice their skills with the ball.

Made of square pine wood, weather resistant.

Includes mesh and ground anchors, so that it is well fixed 
to the ground

This goal complies with European regulations EN71-8 for 
private use.

Goal measures L: 300 x 200 m

Ref: MA209017

2,0 m

XL GOAL

Zip line set with plastic seat for domestic use.

Zip line made of galvanized steel painted in dark green on the outside, 
the internal parts are resistant plastic and on each side has a handle 
coated with a soft and non-slip material.

The cable is galvanized steel of 30 meters. in length that must be held 
between two strong supports or two trees and must be tensioned 
by means of a galvanized iron tensioner. It includes brake to avoid 
crashes.

It can be used in two ways, grabbing the side handles or using the 
plastic seat that is included.

Includes green plastic seat and synthetic rope.

¬ Maximum user weight 70 kg

¬ Suitable for children from 3 to 12 years old.

ZIP LINE

Ref: MA400308
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GROW TABLE

FORTIS

Ref: MA600702 

Ref: MA600700 

Ref: MA600701 

HIGH FORTIS

FORTIS JUNIOR

LOW FORTIS

Grow table made of treated wood for the outdoors 
(autoclave level IV)

of European renewable forests.

These grow tables are very robust and include a geotextile 
barrier to protect the wood from the ground.

All the cultivation tables are sent with 4 envelopes of seeds 
to be able to plant them.

Available in 3 sizes:

FORTIS Junior grow table:
798 mm long x 418 mm wide x 500 mm high

FORTIS L grow table with legs:
998 mm long x 568 mm wide x 850 mm high

FORTIS L grow table without legs:
998 mm long x 568 mm wide x 336 mm high

1 pack of 4 seed packets is included 
in all growing tables.
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SLIDES

MOLA
The MASGAMES MOLA L slide has a structure made of treated 
wood. The slide ramp is made of green plastic.
It is a slide whose structure is made of treated wood with a 
plastic ramp. A strong product for private use with lateral 
supports to give more stability to the structure.
A hose can be attached to the slide ramp in summer to let 
water out and cool the children.

¬ Dimensions of the MASGAMES MOLA L slide: 2.85 m (length) 
x 0.66 m (width) x 2.20 m (height)

¬ Platform height: 1.18 m
¬ Includes connecting metal parts, anchors and screws

From

3-9
years

Ref: MA600030

MOLA XL:

Ref: MA600020

MOLA L:

220 cm

120 cm

49,5 cm

232 cm

285 cm

140 cm

253 cm

150 cm

49,5 cm

325 cm

157 cm

232 cm
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SUI

The new SUI slide is a strong and resistant structure. 
With an excellent value for money.
It is a slide whose structure is made of treated wood 
with a plastic ramp. A strong product for private use with 
lateral supports to give more stability to the structure.

¬ Measurements: 2.40 m (length) x 1.40 m (width) x 
1.80 m (height)

¬ Platform height: 1.20 m
¬ Recommended for children from 3 to 9 years old.
¬ Includes the connecting metal parts, anchors and 

screws.

Approved for private use.

Ref: MA600015 
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The BOREALIS ÓPTIMA tower has a platform height of 1.50 meters. 
and includes a very resistant plastic slide ramp made of high-density 
polypropylene.
Available in two versions painted or unpainted:

 MASGAMES BOREALIS OPTIMA TOWER (unpainted)

 MASGAMES BOREALIS GREEN OPTIMA TOWER

The BOREALIS Tower is made of pine wood treated in autoclave IV suitable for 
outdoors. The Borealis Tower is a playground with a very robust wooden structure 
and complies with the EN1176 standard so it can be installed in Hotels, Restaurants, 
Rural Houses, Campsites, etc...

BOREALIS
OPTIMA

PLAYGROUND

Ref: MA500920

Ref: MA500940

BOREALIS
INOX

PLAYGROUND

The BOREALIS INOX tower has a platform height of 1.36 meters. 
and includes a stainless steel slide ramp with screws protected by 
polypropylene caps. The ladder is reinforced with metal rungs.

 BOREALIS INOX tower (unpainted)

 Tower BOREALIS INOX GREEN

Ref: MA500900

Ref: MA500910

PRODUCTS COMMERCIAL USE
Horeca Channel
The products of the Horeca Channel are intended for businesses in the Hospitality sector, such as Hotels, Restaurants, 
Campings, ...   This new range provides a solution to those customers who want to install a product with the necessary approval 
for commercial use on private property. For this reason they are also intended for Communities of Owners. These products are not 
suitable to be installed in a public place such as parks, squares, schools, etc ... These products comply with the European standard 
EN1176.
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The PYXIS tower is a very robust wooden 
playground that complies with the EN1176 
standard so that it can be installed in Hotels, 
Restaurants, Rural Houses, Campsites, etc… 
and is made of pine wood treated in autoclave 
IV suitable for outdoors.

The PYXIS tower has a wider platform and 
incorporates at its base a small house with 
an entrance (without a door), open windows, 
a shelf as a counter and an interior L-shaped 
bench so that children can sit inside.

The wood of the playpen is thicker than that of 
playpens for domestic use. For example, the 
slats of the railing go from 15 mm thick to 21 
mm thick or the wood of the pillars goes from 
68x68 to 88x88 mm. They even change the 
screws of the structure.
 
The PYXIS tower has a platform height of 1.36 
meters. and includes a stainless steel slide 
ramp for the PYXIS INOX tower or a high-
density polypropylene plastic slide ramp.

PYXIS
OPTIMA

PLAYGROUND

PYXIS
INOX

PLAYGROUND

Ref: MA500930

PYXIS OPTIMA

Ref: MA500950

PYXIS INOX
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This LOLLIPOP HORECA playpen is made of wood treated 
for outdoor use (autoclave level IV) from European 
renewable forests.

The LOLLIPOP HORECA playground has a platform height 
of 1.50 meters. and includes a green polyethylene plastic 
slide ramp that is more resistant than those for private use 
and the ladder is reinforced with metal rungs.

LOLLIPOP
PLAYGROUND

Ref: MA500975

The LOLLIPOP HORECA playground is a structure that we have 
reinforced with thicker wood than that of domestic playpens. For 
example, the slats of the railing go from 15 mm thick to 21 mm thick 
or the wood of the pillars goes from 68x68 to 88x88 mm. They even 
change the screws of the structure. This playground complies with 
the European standard for commercial use EN-1176 and is therefore 
suitable for installation in Hotels, Restaurants, Campsites, Schools and 
for demanding customers.

The LOLLIPOP HORECA playground combines the 
Lollipop XL Horeca house with a spectacular 
elevated structure that includes the house 
with fixed windows, ladder, balcony with 
railing, climbing wall and sandbox on 
the inside (without sand).
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PRODUCTS COMMERCIAL USE

Ref: MA500106

Slide structure that includes the 3-meter slide 
ramp, anchors, hardware and plugs.

397 cm
93 cm

228 cm
140 cm ZENTAURUS

SWING

The PEGASUS playground is an approved product for commercial use that offers excellent 
value for money. It is a very strong and stable structure, thanks to the fact that it is made of 
100 cm thick woods. The wood is treated for the outside and is cut in a square way, which 
offers more resistance and durability. The Pegasus playground includes two rubber seats 
with chains and a 3-meter slide ramp. This product can be divided into 3 products that can be 
installed separately:

The PEGASUS playground with the OPTIMA 
slide ramp is a strong and robust playpen, with 
excellent value for money. This playground is 
approved for commercial use and can be installed 
in Hotels, Campsites, Restaurants, Schools, 
Owners’ Associations and also for individuals 
looking for quality products.

The OPTIMA slide ramp is made of high-density 
polyethylene (HDPE), which makes it very strong 
and resistant.

The ZENTAURUS OPTIMA children’s slide is a 
square wooden structure specially treated 
for outdoors. The wood is highly resistant 
to inclement weather as well as the 
continued use that any commercial game 
must withstand.

It is the complete playground, includes the swing with two seats “Classic” 
model, the slide structure and a 3-meter slide ramp, anchors, hardware and 
plugs.

x2

Ref: MA500104
Pegasus swing

HORECA
Ref: MA500104
Pegasus swing
Baby HORECA

Ref: MA500104

5,576 m

3,966 m

2,27 m
140 cm

PEGASUS
PLAYGROUND

PEGASUS
 PLAYGROUND

OPTIMA

ZENTAURUS
 PLAYGROUN OPTIMA

Ref: MA500115

Ref: MA500110
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Swing structure that includes two 
rubber seats with “Classic” model 
chains, anchors, hardware and plugs.

Ref: MA500105

Ref: MA500105-B

Ref: MA500105
Vega swing

HORECA

Ref: MA500105
Vega Baby Swing

HORECA
x2

374 cm
271 cm

227 cm

VEGA
SWING

352 cm

260 cm

144 cm

252 cm

Ref: MA500107

Swing Draco HORECA

Ref: MA500107-B

Swing Draco BABY HORECA

DRACO
SWING

The Draco Swing is a very strong and resistant structure, it is a combination 
of the crossbar made of galvanized steel painted in green color, the posts in 
autoclave-treated wood, the galvanized steel screws protected with nylon plugs 
and on the side trimmings of polyethylene.
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This children’s house is suitable for commercial use and for the Canal Horeca and can be 
installed in schools, restaurants, hotels, campsites, communities of owners, etc. It is a little 
house with windows and entrance. The little ones can enjoy and play using their imagination.

The MASGAMES XL School Casita is made of high quality pine wood. The wood used for its 
manufacture is from renewable European forests, so they respect the environment and it is 
a very durable wood, with a treatment against insect pests and to be resistant abroad. This 
treatment is arsenic free. Complies with European safety regulation EN1176.

Unpainted.“School” House

Ref: MA500551

“School” Paint House

Ref: MA500552

SCHOOL
HOUSE

1,40 m 1,48 m

1,94 m

This fun Lollipop house is available in 3 colors: Pink, Green and Blue. 
The Lollipop house is made of pine wood treated for the exterior, from 
renewable forests in wood cut in a square shape that makes it very 
strong and resistant.
The windows are made of high-density polyethylene in white, these 
panels are fixed and very strong and can be easily cleaned with a cloth, 
they do not require maintenance and although they are exposed to the 
weather, the material does not degrade or lose color.

Optionally, you can buy the floor so that the house is cleaner and more 
comfortable inside, so the children will not be in direct contact with the 
grass or earth.

Characteristics:
Recommended for children over 3 
years old.
Material: Treated wood for the 
exterior.
Window: Multiple fixed open windows
Roof: Gabled.

 

External dimensions (width x depth 
x height): 1540x1450x1640 mm.
The MASGAMES LOLLIPOP HoReCa 
house has interior measurements of 
133x119 cm.

Complies with the European safety 
standard EN1176

HORECA

LOLLIPOP
HOUSE

Ref: MA500556 Ref: MA500557 Ref: MA500555

PINK GREEN BLUE

PRODUCTS COMMERCIAL USE
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The TASTY Outdoor Children’s Kitchen is a game made of quality and resistant wood 
suitable for private and commercial use. Boys and girls will be able to enjoy the 
symbolic game where they will be great chefs. The product includes an oven, a stove 
with its controls, a transparent board, a perfectly functional faucet and his first 
kitchen tools. he solid and treated wood makes the product a resistant set suitable 
for outdoor use.

Ref: MA600600   Ref: MA600625

TASTY TASTY DELICIOUS

¬ These products include anchors to fix the 
products to the ground.

¬ Kitchen utensils are included.

OUTDOOR KITCHEN

TASTY

Ref: MA600550   Ref: MA600575

SPICY SPICY DELICIOUS

OUTDOOR KITCHEN

SPICY

¬ These products include anchors to fix the 
products to the ground.

¬ Kitchen utensils are included.

OUTDOOR SLATE

LAPITZ

Ref: MA500610

HORECA OUTDOOR SLATE
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PRODUCTS COMMERCIAL USE

4 seed packets included
(with the pack of 3 cultivation tables)

GROW
TABLE

LOW HORECA 
CULTIVATION TABLE

Ref: MA500640

Sandbox made of treated wood for outdoors, very consistent and strong.

Includes HPDE plastic seats and geotextile barrier to isolate from the ground.

It includes iron pegs to be able to anchor it in sand soil.

The wood used to make the SKOLI 
sandbox is 88x88 mm. which makes it 
very stable and safe.

Ref: MA500153 Ref: MA500154

Square sandbox available in two sizes:

L: 1,50 m x 1,50 mM: 1,20 m x 1,20 m

Ref: MA500155

Rectangular sandbox:

1,50 m x 1,20 m

Masgames

SAND BOXES
M, L, and rectangular

SAND BOX
SKOLI

HIGH HORECA 
CULTIVATION TABLE

Ref: MA500650

Ref: MA500175

2,40 x 2,40 m

Ref: MA500170

2 m x 2 m
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Picnic table made of high quality pine wood treated with 
autoclave level IV, suitable for being outdoors and in the 
open air.
It is made of 45 mm thick wood (120x45 mm) and 
has double reinforcement at the base of the seats, a 
well-thought-out design to withstand a lot of weight. It 
complies with the EN1176 standard, so it can be installed 
in public city hall parks, service areas, schools, residences, 
hotels, campsites, communities of owners or in the private 
gardens of very demanding clients.

ZURICH
TABLE AND BENCHES

Ref: MA500027

MESA

Ref: MA500028

BANCO

CONJUNTO

Ref: MA500026

Ref: MA500025

Picnic table made of high quality pine wood treated 
with autoclave level IV, suitable for being outdoors 
and in the open air.
It is made of 45 mm thick wood (120x45 mm) and 
has double reinforcement at the base of the seats, a 
well-thought-out design to withstand a lot of weight. 
It complies with the EN1176 standard, so it can 
be installed in public city hall parks, service areas, 
schools, residences, hotels, campsites, communities 
of owners or in the private gardens of very demanding 
clients.

MUNICH
PICNIC TABLE
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PRODUCTS COMMERCIAL USE

The BRAM children’s picnic table is made from high-quality level IV 
autoclaved pinewood 34mm thick (68x34mm) and is suitable for 
outdoors and in the open air.
It complies with the EN1176 standard, so it can be installed in 
public city hall parks, service areas, schools, residences, hotels, 
campsites, communities of owners or in private gardens.

BRAM
CHILDREN’S PICNIC TABLE

Ref: MA500030 

The MASGAMES LYON picnic table is specially designed so that people with 
reduced mobility can use it without encountering the seats and being a barrier, 
since one of the two ends of the table is longer, providing enough space to fit a 
Wheelchair. Picnic table made of high quality pine wood treated with autoclave 
level IV, suitable for being outdoors and in the open air. It is made of 45 mm thick 
wood (120x45 mm) and has double reinforcement at the base of the seats, a 
well-thought-out design to withstand a lot of weight. It complies with the EN1176 
standard, so it can be installed in public city hall parks, service areas, schools, 
residences, hotels, campsites, communities of owners or in the private gardens 
of very demanding clients. The MASGAMES LYON picnic table has the following 
measurements: Length: 235 cm; Width: 140cm

Table height: 75.5 cm; Bench height: 46 cm

Weight: 165kg

LYON
ADAPTED PICNIC TABLE

Ref: MA500029 
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KAMBA ROCKER
KAMBA seesaw with an excellent value for 
money.

Made of high quality square wood, with 
stainless steel handles, injected EPDM 
rubber seats, two SBR rubber shock 
absorbers and galvanized steel hinge and 
screws.

Approved for public and commercial use, 
EN-1176/77.

¬ Measurements: 250 x 40 x 45 cm

Ref: MA500150

Seesaw with spiral spring and animal-shaped figure in solid 19 
mm polyethylene. The handles and the foot supports are made 
of plastic with a non-slip profile.

Suitable for hotels, campsites, tourist sites, restaurants ... These 
models are highly recommended for neighboring communities. 
RWTUV quality certificate and approved for public use (EN1176).

KUKET SPRING MEASURES
¬ Spring measures: 1.8 cm x 17.0 cm x 36.0 cm.
¬ Seat measures: 32 cm x 19 cm x 50 cm
¬ Total measurements: 70 cm x 50 cm.
¬ Includes spring, anchor, screws, plugs, handles and footrests.

SPRINGS

Ref: MA500031
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Rubber Baby 
Seat Public 
Use 
Ref: MA513769

Rubber Baby 
Seat Public 
Use INOX
MA512450

ACCESORIES
For public use 

Wooden

FENCES

OPTIMA
slide ramp 
Ref: MA604750 

Rubber Seat 
for Public Use 
CLASSIC
Ref: MA512366

Rubber Seat 
for Public Use 
CLASSIC INOX
MA512400

Slide ramp 
1.5 m
Dark green 
(HORECA) 
Ref: MA604500

Fence STRAIGHT 80
Ref: MA500400 

Fence MERLET 80 and 100sl
Ref: MA500420 / MA500440

Fence MERLET 100 PLUS
Ref: MA500460 

The wood of the fences is treated for the exterior in a level IV autoclave that resists well 
to the elements, both sun and rain and even irrigation. The wood has a 10-year guarantee 
against rot and pests. You can choose the finish of the fences: unpainted or painted: 
green, pink, blue or mixed colors.

PRODUCTS COMMERCIAL USE
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CONTACT OUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR:


